Does the terminal-link effect depend on duration or reinforcement rate?
Preference in concurrent chains for the richer terminal-link schedule becomes more extreme as the schedule values increase with their ratio held constant, a result known as the terminal-link effect. We report two experiments that attempt to determine whether this effect is related to terminal-link duration or the overall rate of reinforcement. These variables have been confounded in prior studies, but can be separated by comparing variable-duration schedules that end after a single reinforcer has been earned, with constant-duration schedules during which a variable number of reinforcers may be earned. In Experiment 1, the terminal-link effect was obtained with variable-duration schedules when duration and overall reinforcement rate were manipulated, but not with constant-duration schedules when overall reinforcement rate was changed with duration held constant. In Experiment 2, the terminal-link effect was obtained with constant-duration schedules when duration was manipulated with overall reinforcement rate held constant. Taken together, these results show that the terminal-link effect depends on changes in terminal-link duration, not overall reinforcement rate (or equivalently, average time to reinforcement). This accords with the account of the terminal-link effect provided by the contextual choice model [J. Exp. Anal. Behav. 61 (1994) 113] but not delay-reduction theory [J. Exp. Anal. Behav. 12 (1969) 723].